AUTUMN HARVEST
AT WISLEY
Autumn at RHS Wisley is a great time to watch the harvest of rare and
exotic vegetables. Here pumpkins, squash and gourds are gathered
from their seasonal beds.
The Royal
Horticultural
Society's
garden
at Wisley
in
the English county of Surrey south of London, is one of four gardens
run by the Society, and is the second most visited paid entry garden in
the United Kingdom. The large and diverse garden covers 240 acres
and includes numerous formal and informal decorative gardens,
several glasshouses and an extensive arboretum. The laboratory in the
former manor house is actively engaged in both scientific research and
training.
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Each season brings special events, featured areas of the garden and
unique experiences for visitors. In autumn seasonal fruits and
vegetables are harvested and cleared to make way for the next year.
The pumpkin wagon shown here was captured at just such a moment
and shows some rare varieties not found in the shops.
The 360° panoramic photograph was taken by a hand-held iPhone 6SE,
using the in-camera stitching app 360cities. Once the image is saved to
the camera roll and uploaded, the image is adjusted and prepared for
use in an interactive panorama viewing environment, similar to virtual
reality. The Mac or Windows application PDF3D ReportGen from Visual
Technology Services transforms the image into a 3D dynamic view
inside of a PDF document. Using the Adobe Reader or similar 3D PDF
enabled viewer mouse pan, zoom and animation is available in a
special illustration view-port inside the document page. The
conversion from image to 3D PDF supports 360° x 180° for a full
spherical experience, or a narrower horizontal panorama with limited
tilt. Left mouse button moves around, while right mouse (or ControlMouse on Mac) zooms.
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